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A Symposium: The Politics of State Constitutional Reform
The following articles stem from an APSA short course, “A Political Primer on Periodic State
Constitutional Convention Referendum,” which occurred at the 2016 Annual Conference.
A special thanks to John Dinan for coordinating these contributions to the newsletter and
J.H. Snider for coordinating the APSA short course.
When analyzing the consequences of elections for the development of the U.S. Constitution, scholars concentrate on
elections for president and senate, on account of their role in
selecting Supreme Court justices who are understood to play
a key role in bringing about changes in understandings of
federal constitutional provisions. But in the 50 states, voters
have a wider range of opportunities to influence the development of constitutions and in a more direct fashion. In threefourths of the states, supreme court judges are subject to
competitive or retention elections. Voters in every state but
Delaware can approve or reject legislature-crafted constitutional amendments. One-third of the states permit voters to
initiate amendments. One state, Florida, calls for creation of
periodic constitutional revision commissions empowered to
submit amendments directly to voters for their approval. A
quarter of the states require that voters have an opportunity
at periodic intervals to vote on whether to call a constitutional convention.

Law and courts scholars who have turned their attention to
the state level have generated a number of studies of judicial
elections. Legislature-referred and citizen-initiated constitutional amendments have also generated a fair amount of
analysis. Yet relatively little attention has been paid to the
periodic revision commission and periodic convention referendum, institutions that will be on display in a 2017 New
York convention referendum and 2017 Florida revision
commission and were examined in a short course at the
2016 APSA conference organized by J.H. Snider. Thanks
to Law and Courts newsletter editor Todd Collins for inviting us to share some of the presentations, arguments, and
conclusions from the short course.
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Why the Need for “A Political Primer on the Periodic State Constitutional Convention Referendum”
by J.H. Snider
Editor, The State Constitutional Convention Clearinghouse and
The New York State Constitutional Conetnion Clearinghouse
At the 2016 Annual Meeting of the
American Political Science Association, I produced a short course, “A
Political Primer on the Periodic
State Constitutional Convention
Referendum.” The short course
consisted of two parts.
Part I included a two-hour compilation of TV documentaries and
political ads. The TV documentaries included excerpts from
past constitutional conventions, mostly U.S. state constitutional conventions held during the latter half of the 20th Century, plus a smattering of recent path-breaking constitutional
conventions held in other countries. The unedited TV ads,
mostly 30 seconds in length, were either for or against calling
a state constitutional convention at an upcoming referendum. The TV documentaries generally described the past
constitutional conventions in hagiographic terms. Most of
the professionally produced TV ads were negative and characterized a future constitutional convention as a grave threat
to the people’s rights.

is intended as a resource for local opinion leaders in states
with upcoming state constitutional convention referendums.
Between 2016 and 2034 at least one U.S. state every two
years will have a referendum on whether to call a state constitutional convention: New York (2017), Hawaii (2018), Iowa (2020), Alaska (2022), Missouri (2022), New Hampshire
(2022), Rhode Island (2024), Michigan (2026), Connecticut
(2028), Hawaii (2028), Illinois (2028), Iowa (2030), Maryland
(2030), Montana (2030), Alaska (2032), New Hampshire
(2032), Ohio (2032), and Rhode Island (2034).
No periodic state constitutional convention referendum has
passed since 1984—contributing to the longest draught in
convening a state constitutional convention in U.S. history. After reviewing many debates leading to those defeats, I
concluded that the debate discourse was often ill-informed,
partly because of a lack of local experts on whom the press
could rely for historical and comparative information about
state constitutional conventions.

To rectify this problem, I have sought to provide easily accessible background information in a variety of different formats, including newspaper op-eds, an online information
Part II consisted of four panels of experts, each panel apclearinghouse, scholarly articles, public history events, and
proximately 30 minutes long. The first panel focused on
this short course. My information clearinghouse on Rhode
New York, which on November 7, 2017 has the next refer- Island’s November 4, 2014 state constitutional convention
endum on whether to call a state constitutional convention. referendum, the most recent such referendum, is the most
The panel included a history of New York’s eleven state con- comprehensive online documentation of the politics of such
stitutional conventions since 1777 (J.H. Snider) and an argu- a referendum ever compiled online. The results of my rement why New York’s upcoming referendum was of national search will be published next year.1
interest (Sandy Levinson). The second panel reviewed the
history of U.S. state constitutional conventions (John Dinan) Since only a tiny fraction of Americans has lived through a
and changing public opinion towards them (William Blake). state constitutional convention in their adult lifetimes, and
The third panel examined the merits of alternative legislative since Americans are not taught about state constitutional
conventions (as opposed to the federal constitutional conbypass mechanisms, including Ireland’s 2012 constitutional
convention with randomly selected members (David Farrell), vention of 1787) during their formal schooling (even those
Florida’s periodic constitutional revision commission (Carol such as myself who received a Ph.D. in American governWeissert), and the constitutional initiative (Craig Holman and ment), Americans approach these referendums starting with
a huge knowledge deficit, making local opinion leaders that
John Dinan). The fourth panel focused on the politics and
much more influential in public debates.
policy of New York’s upcoming constitutional convention
referendum, including an identification of the political actors
(J.H. Snider) and arguments generally for (Richard Briffault) Too often local opinion elites and the public don’t focus on
the referendum until only weeks or days before the referenand against (Craig Holman).
dum, when the debate is dominated by lowest common denominator soundbites, including poorly informed opinion
The short course, which was recorded and posted online at
elites distracted by higher profile candidate races.
the State Constitutional Constitution Clearinghouse and The
New York Constitutional Convention Clearinghouse,
Such a lack of attention and expertise should not be con(Continued on page 12)
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fused with lack of importance. As every school child learns,
the preamble to the U.S. Declaration of Independence states
that the American people have an “unalienable” right “to
alter” their government. Thirty-seven of fifty U.S. States
would eventually include similar rights language in their state
constitutions; and all fifty state constitutions would include
some type of mechanism to implement that right. Clearly,
the right to alter one’s constitution is one of the most fundamental, perhaps even the most fundamental, political rights
Americans have. Implicit in that right is the right of the people to peaceably alter their constitution in the face of legislative opposition.
Fourteen states implement that right in part by granting the
people the right at periodic intervals (ranging from ten to
twenty years) to call a state constitutional convention via a
statewide referendum. This institution, like the constitutional
initiative, dramatically reduces the legislature’s gatekeeping
power over constitutional amendment. Since legislatures
have an institutional conflict of interest in proposing reforms
that might weaken their own power, this institution serves a
vital democratic function--albeit one that is rarely politically
salient to the average voter.
Motivating voters to care about the direct provision of collective goods, such as education, transportation, or the environment, has proven hard. Harder still has been motivating
them to care about indirect collective goods such as redistricting, campaign finance or other good government reforms that serve as the platform for providing direct collective goods. Hardest of all may be motivating them to care
about infrequent and unfamiliar mechanisms for creating

good government—arguably, the ultimate collective action
problem.
The price of serving as a check on legislatures is that legislatures are this institution’s intrinsic enemy. Powerful special
interest groups with a track record of successfully influencing
the legislature are also intrinsic enemies, as their ability to
control a constitutional convention is a wildcard. Partly as a
consequence of this intrinsic opposition and the collective
goods nature of this institution for average voters, campaigns
that oppose calling a state constitutional convention have
tended to be much more sophisticated and better funded
than campaigns that support them.
A state constitutional convention referendum has the ingredients of a collective action problem: concentrated benefits
for opposing one and diffuse benefits for favoring one. Better educating the public about this institution via local opinion elites cannot eliminate this classic political problem, but it
can mitigate it. The contributors to this law-courts newsletter
all recognize the importance of better educating the public
about the strengths and weaknesses of this and related legislative bypass institutions.

Notes
1 Snider, J.H., “Does the World Really Belong to the Living?
The Decline of the Constitutional Convention in New York
and Other U.S. States 1776-2015,” The Journal of American
Political Thought, forthcoming.

The Most Important Election of 2017
by Sanford Levinson
Professor, University of Texas Law School
First things first: I have long advocated a new constitutional convention to
assess the adequacy of our 18th century
Constitution, which is, with regard to
its structural provisions, little amended, for our 21st century realities. I am
not unaware that those of my friends
and family who consider the idea basically crazy are complemented by others who simply believe it utterly quixotic even if, in theory, a good idea. I have many responses to
the first group; it is harder to deny the argument of the second, for it is difficult actually to imagine a new national constitutional convention in my lifetime—I am now 75.

ple, in January 2016 put forth what he called “the Texas
Plan” that consisted of nine amendments to the Constitution, and he argued that the best way to get them was
through the mechanism of an “Article V Convention.” That
Article provides a two-way path for amending the national
Constitution. The one all of us know about, for the simple
reason that it is the only one actually used since the establishment of the present governmental system of the United
States in 1789, is proposal by two-thirds of both the House
of Representatives and the Senate and then ratification by
three-quarter of the states. Save for the 21st Amendment
repealing Prohibition, all ratifications have been the product
of decisions of the state legislatures.

But Article V also provides that a new convention “shall” be
It is not the case, as was true, say, a decade ago that no
called by Congress—Congress has no discretion on this matprominent politicians were willing to put forward the idea of ter—should two-thirds of the states petition Congress to do
a new convention. Texas Governor Greg Abbott, for exam- so. And any such Convention would be entitled to
(Continued on page 13)
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“propose” new amendments for state ratification, and one
might well imagine that such proposals would be sent to
state conventions, as with the 21st Amendment, instead of to
state legislatures that might be predicted to be wary of proposed constitutional changes. Indeed, political conservatives
have attempted to get such petitions passed by the requisite
number of thirty-four state legislatures in order to propose a
balanced budget amendment to the Constitution, though, as
of October 2016, they have not succeeded. Indeed, the very
fact that this proposal for an Article V convention is associated almost entirely with adamantly anti-nationalist conservatives has served to discredit the more general idea of a new
constitutional convention among most liberals and moderates. And, ironically or not, some political conservatives,
such as the late Phyllis Schlafly, vigorously oppose the idea
because of a fear that any such convention would be dominated by liberals who would attack conservative shibboleths;
needless to say, one finds much “mirror imaging” on the part
of political liberals terrified of political conservatives who are
viewed as likely to dominate a convention. Thus, even those
who may well agree that the U.S. Constitution deserves
amendment—and even that a convention is the only feasible
route given the reluctance of Congress to suggest significant
changes in a structural status quo under which they have
prospered—are so terrified by the actual prospect of a convention that they all adopt a version of the adage “better the
devil you know that the devil you don’t.”

York and, like his father, apparently supports a new convention. This time around, though, the idea may receive even
more public support from pundits and newspapers
(assuming they continue to have any influence at all), given
the even more widespread view that New York’s state government is dysfunctional. The best evidence is the fact that
many recent political “leaders,” from Governor Elliot Spitzer
to Speaker of the New York Assembly Sheldon Silver and
Republican Senate majority leader Dean Skelos, along with a
host of less prominent officials, have been forced from office
because of their own misdeeds. A May 2016 New York
Times article tellingly titled “The Many Faces of New York’s
Political Scandals” began by noting, “In the past decade,
more than 30 current or former state officeholders in New
York have been convicted of crimes, sanctioned or otherwise
accused of wrongdoing.”
One can certainly not be confident that the electorate will in
fact take advantage of their opportunity to trigger a new convention; once again, public employee unions appear to be
mounting vigorous opposition. But it would not be surprising if general disgust of the New York voters who share the
widespread conviction that governmental institutions are mal
-functioning led to majority support for a new convention,
which would presumably take place, after further elections
for delegates, in 2018 or 2019.

So this is why the most important political event of 2017 may
well occur in New York State next November. That state’s
constitution, like those of thirteen other American state constitutions, require that the electorate be given the opportunity
at stated intervals to vote on whether or not to hold a new
state constitutional convention. (Oklahoma, one of the fourteen, seems to be in wilful violation of its constitution, but
the other states are in compliance.) This is no small aspect
of these state constitutions. New Hampshire, for example,
has had seventeen state constitutional conventions since
1784!

I am not myself a New Yorker, but I will be following that
election more closely than any of the other elections that will
be taking place in the United States next year. The reason is
simple: If and only if a major state demonstrates to the rest
of the country that it is genuinely possible to have a productive convention will it ever become thinkable to support a
similar convention at the national level. Perhaps Justice Louis Brandeis’s most quoted phrase is his reference to states as
“little laboratories of experimentation,” from which the rest
of the country could learn. One need not be a particular enthusiast of federalism in order to believe that at least on occasion states can play their Brandeisian role.

The New York constitution provides for twenty-year intervals. (The shortest interval, nine years, is Hawaii’s, though
New Hampshire had voted at seven-year intervals until a
convention in 1964 recommended changing it to ten years
and, just as importantly, provided that amendments could be
proposed by the state legislature as well as by conventions).
The next such decision by the New York electorate is scheduled for 2017. The last such vote, in 1997, had the support,
among others, of then Governor Mario Cuomo. This, in
itself, should indicate that, unlike proposals for a national
convention, it was not supported only by isolated academics
or political cranks. It failed, however, in part because of the
adamant opposition of labor unions, who feared that a new
convention might suggest changes in the prerogatives of
those unions especially with regard to pensions for public
employees. Mario’s son Andrew is now governor of New

New York is almost an ideal state to play such a role. It is
obviously one of our larger states, with an estimated population of just shy of twenty million people. It is, just as obviously, one of our most diverse states, and New Yorkers are,
rightly or wrongly, famous for their contentiousness. If a
constitutional convention turned out to be a success in New
York State, then, to paraphrase Frank Sinatra, one might envision such a convention “anywhere” in the United States,
even at the national level. Concomitantly, if the New York
voters repeat their negativity of 1997, reflected, it is necessary
to acknowledge, in every state referendum since that year,
including such states as Michigan, Ohio, and, indeed, New
Hampshire itself, then it would be harder than ever to take
seriously those few proponents of a national convention.
Given that there were more than 230 state conventions between 1789 and 1985, it is hard to believe that this hesitancy

(Continued on page 14)
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to call new conventions represents great satisfaction with
existing state constitutions; at least as likely, and more ominous, is the possibility that it reflects a breakdown of the
public trust necessary in one’s fellow citizens in any functioning democracy. Fear that any new convention would be taken over by “crazies” would dominate.

pacts with the devil and collaboration with evil. There are
times, to be sure, when this makes sense, when, to refer to
another similar adage, “the best becomes the enemy of the
good.” I am not myself a utopian who believes that even imperfect, but “good enough” realities ought lightly be challenged. If, however, one believes, as I do, that our political
situation at the national level is increasingly parlous and in
In any event, it should now be clear why the New York elec- need of the particular kind of full-blown examination that
torate’s opportunity to call for a new constitutional conven- can be provided by a well-functioning constitutional convention, then one can only hope that New Yorkers will adopt as
tion in the Empire State should interest Americans everytheir own Barack Obama’s slogan of 2008—“Yes We
where. Even those who proclaim their desire to stick with
“they devil they know,” are, like partisans of “the lesser evil,” Can”—and, as well, reveal their own hopeful audacity by
forced to concede that their preferences, even if understand- endorsing a convention that, at best, can serve as a model for
the nation.
able from one perspective, nevertheless require continued

The Development and Use of the Periodic State Constitutional Convention Referendum
by John Dinan
Professor, Wake Forest University
A referendum to be held in November 2017 in New York on
calling a state constitutional convention provides an opportunity
to reflect on the development
and use of the periodic convention referendum and the recent
record of voter support and opposition. This analysis might
offer context for scholars and
public officials following the New York referendum campaign. It might also help by summarizing what we know
about the factors influencing the success and failure of convention referenda, as a way of continuing to build knowledge
in this area.

more than one-tenth of the state constitutional conventions
held in the U.S.). New Hampshire accounts for half of the
conventions called in this fashion. But several other states
have called multiple conventions using this device, including
New York, Michigan, Ohio, and Missouri.
For many years, voters approved periodic convention referenda on a regular basis. To be sure, these referenda were
defeated more often than not. But it was not unusual, even
as late as the mid-twentieth century, for voters to approve
them. As recently as the 1980s, voters’ approval of periodic
convention referenda led to conventions in New Hampshire
and Rhode Island.

Rhode Island’s 1986 convention was the last full-scale constitutional convention held in the U.S., leaving aside an unusual
Although several states in the eighteenth century experiment- and short-lived 1992 Louisiana convention. Voters have
ed with various ways of undertaking future review of consti- been deemed to have rejected each periodic convention reftutions (Massachusetts provided for a one-time convention
erenda held during the last three decades. There have been
referendum held fifteen years after passage of its 1780 consti- some close calls. On two occasions, the votes in favor of
tution), New Hampshire (via a 1792 amendment) is credited calling a convention exceeded the votes against a convention:
with pioneering the periodic convention referendum device. in Hawaii in 1996 and Maryland in 2010. But in each of
In the nineteenth century, seven other states – Indiana
these cases, state officials interpreted the relevant constitu(1816), New York (1846), Michigan (1850), Maryland (1851), tional provision as requiring approval by a majority of voters
Ohio (1851), Iowa (1857), and Virginia (1870) – adopted pe- in the entire election. Due to voter roll-off, whereby some
riodic convention referendum requirements, though Indiana voters cast ballots for other offices but did not express a
and Virginia later eliminated the device. Eight more states
preference on the convention referendum, these two referenadopted this device in the twentieth century -- Oklahoma
da fell short of this requirement.
(1907), Missouri (1920), Alaska (1956), Hawaii (1959), Connecticut (1965), Illinois (1971), Montana (1972), and Rhode
Periodic convention referenda have come close to passing in
Island (1973) -- bringing to fourteen the current number of
several other states as well. A 2002 New Hampshire convenstates with a periodic convention referendum.
tion referendum attracted support from 49 percent of voters.
A 2004 Rhode Island referendum won the support of 48
Twenty-five conventions have been called as a result of voter percent of voters. The most recent Rhode Island referenapproval of periodic convention referenda (representing
dum, in 2014, won the support of 45 percent of voters.
(Continued on page 15)
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In recent years scholars have begun to study this record with
the intent of gaining an understanding of the factors influencing the outcome of periodic convention referenda.
Whether through studies of particular campaigns or a series
of state votes, J.H. Snider, Sandy Levinson, William Blake,
and Gerald Benjamin, among others, have identified reasons
why convention periodic referenda face an uphill battle as
well as several conditions associated with campaigns that
have come close to passage.

voters to evaluate over a sustained period various claims
about the advantages of holding a convention and the risks
and costs of such an undertaking.

Convention referenda also draw strong opposition from interest groups. When groups are allied with the dominant
party in the legislature (for instance, teachers’ unions in
Democratic-controlled states or business groups in Republican-dominated states), they often spend heavily to defeat
convention referenda for the same reasons that motivate
legislators’ opposition. They are concerned that convention
delegates might raise issues and recommend passage of provisions that have been effectively kept off the policy agenda
by their supporters in the legislature.

The periodic convention referendum is one of several statelevel institutions that influence constitutional development
and have no counterpart at the federal level. Some of these
institutions, such as judicial elections and citizen-initiated
amendments, have attracted a fair amount of scholarly attention. But the upcoming New York vote offers a welcome
opportunity to attract even more scholarly attention to the
periodic convention referendum and contribute to our growing understanding of the politics surrounding this device.

Referenda generally fare somewhat better when they are not
held at the same time as a presidential election, as Levinson
and Blake have shown. Presumably this is because referenda
supporters are able in off-year elections to focus more public
attention on the convention question as opposed to the presidential contest. Governors also play a key role. A gubernatorial endorsement can offer legitimacy to a convention camAmong the leading obstacles to passage of these referenda,
which are often defeated handily and sometimes by as much paign; but gubernatorial support can be even more important
simply by attracting media and public attention to a referenas a two-one margin, are legislators who have long apdum often overlooked by voters because it is overshadowed
proached conventions with skepticism, if not opposition.
Conventions often propose institutional reforms that reduce by other contests. Still other steps have been taken to attract
legislative power relative to other branches. Convention del- public attention to convention referenda and thereby help
egates have also recommended passage of policy provisions overcome voter indifference and distrust rooted to some
degree in a lack of knowledge, whether by convening a comat odds with the agenda of the party controlling the legislature. On some occasions, convention delegates have gained mission to study and issue a report in the lead-up to a cona platform that launches their political career or elevates their vention referendum, as is required in Rhode Island and has
occasionally been done in other states.
status in a way that rivals legislative leaders.

Groups also work to defeat convention referenda because
they fear that gains secured through existing constitutional
provisions might be put at risk in a convention. Publicemployee unions have campaigned against several recent
convention referenda, in part out of a concern that conventions might recommend weakening constitutional protections
for collective-bargaining rights. Civil liberties groups have
raised concerns that conventions might recommend revising
state bill of rights language so as to limit state courts’ ability
to interpret these provisions in an expansive fashion. At
times, gun-rights groups have opposed convention referenda
because current state constitutional right-to-bear arms provisions are stronger than the Second Amendment and could be
weakened if a convention were to recommend such changes
and they were approved by voters.

In the face of these and other source of opposition, periodic
convention referenda have had some degree of success, in
the sense that they have come close to passage, under certain
conditions. In general, the challenge is to attract media and
public attention to the convention referendum and to state
constitutional reform more broadly, in a way that enables
15

Florida Constitution Revision Commission and the Public
by Carol S. Weissert
Director, LeRoy Collins Institute & Professor, Florida State University
Floridians have five opportunities to
amend their constitution. In addition to legislative referral, constitutional convention, and the initiative,
they also have opportunities every
twenty years to revise their constitution through a Constitution Revision Commission (CRC) and a Tax
and Budget Reform Commission
(TRBC).1

In an effort to encourage top-notch membership on the
commission, eighteen groups in Florida came together in
2015 to form the Partnership for Revising Florida’s constitution. The group has pledged to educate, engage and empower
citizens in Florida concerning the upcoming CRC. The
groups represent a broad spectrum of Florida’s interests,
from The Florida Bar to the Florida Chamber Foundation;
from the NAACP Florida to the League of Women Voters
of Florida. The partnership is headed by the LeRoy Collins
Institute, a policy institute at Florida State University.2 Partners were asked to inform their members on the partnership
and the upcoming commission using annual meetings,
In 2017, a constitution revision commission will be named to webpages, and social media among other venues. A kick-off
recommend changes to the state’s constitution. This comevent in Tallahassee featured past members of the CRC talkmission’s recommendations go directly to the ballot without ing about its importance, opportunities and challenges. The
review from the supreme court or attorney general. There
event was filmed by the Florida Channel and made available
are 37 members of the commission appointed by the gover- on the partnership website.
nor (15), speaker of the house (9), president of the senate (9),
and chief justice of the supreme court (3). The state’s attor- The Florida Bar was a particularly active partner. In its strateney general automatically serves on the commission.
gic plan for 2016-2019, it included an item for immediate
action, “Educate Florida Bar members and the public about
the upcoming Constitution Revision Commission process.”
The Bar funded a publication for the Partnership entitled, “A
Citizens’ Guide to the Florida Constitution Commission
which was made widely available through print (150,000 copies were printed) and on-line. The Cuban American Bar Association paid for translation and publication of the Citizens’
Guide in Spanish. That too was widely distributed. The
League of Women Voters of Florida was another active partner, sending out 56,000 copies to their local leagues which
also held sessions on the upcoming CRC using partnership
materials and highlighting local residents who had served on
The constitutional amendments proposed by the 1997-98
commission and adopted by the electorate were substantively earlier CRCs. Another 60,000 copies went to public libraries
across the state. Op ed pieces on the CRC were placed in
important. They included requiring the state to make adequate provision for an efficient, safe, secure and high quality newspapers throughout the state.
public education system, a local option for merit selection of
trial judges, streamlining the state cabinet to four officials
To reach a younger audience, the Collins Institute produced
(including the governor), and setting up a system of public
a three-minute animation that covered the key points in the
financing for statewide candidates.
importance of the CRC and the process it entails. The Florida State University law school and the law school at the UniClearly the membership of the commission is key. In the first versity of Florida offered classes on the CRC—highlighting
possible amendments that could be added. The FSU class
commission, the legislature and the governor were Democrats; in the second, the governor was a Democrat and both was targeted to both law students and political science graduhouses of the legislature were Republican. In 2017, the gov- ate students. The Bob Graham Center at the University of
Florida is focusing its annual public policy summit for underernor and the legislature are Republican. In the two earlier
commissions, appointees have been from both parties (even graduates across the state on the CRC. The Florida Press
in 1977). The question is whether this will continue to be the Association sent out information on the CRC regularly in
case in 2017. Traditionally, commission members reflect the their communication with members.
geographic, gender and racial/ethnicity makeup of the states.
The commission will be named by early March 2017 (before
the legislature convenes) and their recommendations will go
on the 2018 ballot. There have been two earlier commissions
(1977-78 and 1997-98). None of the eight proposals from the
first commission passed; seven of the eight from the 1997-98
commission are now part of the constitution. The success of
the second commission has been attributed to a more intensive marketing effort to inform citizens of the proposals
(Salokar 2005).

(Continued on page 17)
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Finally, the partnership uses social media to reach a wider
audience. Colorful info graphics were featured in Facebook
posts; tweets provide little-known facts about past CRCs and
highlight events and news on the CRC.
The partnership was formed about 18 months prior to the
first appointment to highlight the importance of commission
membership. The governor, senate president and chief justice have provided links for self-appointment or nomination
of others on their webpages. The governor’s office has been
publishing the names of those who have applied for the position in an effort at transparency.

Constitution takes place once the commission has been
named. The partnership’s website will provide links for
members and others to publicize their preferred constitutional amendments. The group will continue to encourage media
and public participation in the deliberations and highlight
opportunities for public engagement.
While constitutional revision may initially sound a bit esoteric, citizens quickly understand the importance of the commission in sponsoring items that the legislature is unlikely to
propose and without having to raise the millions of dollars
required in successful initiative processes. The partnership
will continue to use the web, social media, and YouTube to
raise awareness and opportunities for citizens. It is an opportunity too important to miss.

There are no procedures for the commission set in the constitution in law; each commission determines its own rules
and procedures. It is tasked with examining the constitution
of the state except for matters related to taxation or the
Notes
state’s budgetary powers. The commission is required to hold
1 The TBRC last met in 2007-2008.
public hearings.
2 Information on the partners and partnership may be
found on the Partnership for Revising Florida’s Constitution
There is no shortage of ideas that will likely be proposed inwebsite: http://revisefl.com/ Information on the LeRoy
cluding revising legislative term limits, changing the state’s
Collins Institute is at http://collinsinstitute.fsu.edu/
primary system, establishing a statutory initiative, judicial
nominations, felon voting and K-12 education funding. InReference
terest groups have geared up to propose their favored items;
Salokar, Rebecca Mae. 2005. “Constitutional Revision in Florida:
the public needs to do so as well.
The second phase of the Partnership for Revising Florida’s

Planning, Politics, Policy and Publicity,” In Robert F. Williams and
G. Alan Tarr, eds. State Constitutions for the Twenty-First Century, Vol 1. Albany, State University of New York Press, 19-57.
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